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Executive Summary:
If one were to summarize the current landscape in a sentence, a quote from Jeff Beard (SVP, General Manager for Neustar 
Localeze) does it nicely:

What we can clearly see is that the local search market is maturing – what we previously described as a Social, Local 
and Mobile (SoLoMo) revolution is now embedded in consumer behavior.

The touchpoints for local search stretch from social networks like Twitter and Facebook, to apps like Yelp and See Green, 
right through to maps and a huge range of local directories. This presents significant opportunity for integrating local search 
efforts with influencer retargeting. By identifying and tracking these brand influencers, companies can in turn measurably 
increase the effectiveness of search efforts from mobile devices to desktops. 

This whitepaper is based on a Digital Marketing Depot webcast that originally aired on December 13, 2013. Thanks to the 
following participants: Moderator: Ginny Marvin, Search Engine Land; Speakers: Bill Connard, VP of Local Search Solutions, 
Rio SEO; Ben Straley, VP of Social Technologies, Rio SEO.
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A wealth of incentive
Businesses have every reason to get local search right, because it drives 
revenue. According to comScore, eight out of ten searchers follow up with 
an in-store visit or a phone call, which means that if you’re not in local search, 
you’re losing business to competitors who are. The same penalty applies to 
incorrect local listings. 

Consumers have so many ways of accessing your information that local 
search represents a huge opportunity. In the last two years, consumers’ use 
of social networks to find local businesses has increased 67%, and 71% of 
social media users say they’re more likely to purchase from a brand they 
follow online. 

You can test your own visibility by entering your type of business with a 
location modifier in Facebook or Twitter. If you don’t appear in the listings, 
you need to figure out the reasons why. As social drives local engagement 
ever more strongly, you should always factor the impact of local search into 
your efforts. 

Concurrently, the popularity of retargeting is growing in two directions: it can 
effectively drive revenue, traffic and engagement; and it can also lift branded 
search by 1,046%, according to comScore. And even though more and more 
marketers will likely include it in their programs, compared to site and search 
counterparts, social retargeting remains underutilized.

6 Best Practices for Local SEO
Successfully applied local SEO can reduce the cost per click to under $.10 for businesses like sporting goods, fashion and 
auto parts retailers. Founder and CEO of San Diego’s Top Local Search, Inc., Bill Connard, offers these six foundational 
steps:

1. Local pages – As the foundation for local search, make sure you have a landing page for each of your locations. 
2. Make these pages Mobile-friendly with best practices like title tags and descriptions schema markup to send 

information to search engines. 
3. Good Local SEO should also include on-page best practices like hyper-local geomodifiers.
4. Local listing management software optimizes feeds once a business assembles and accumulates local business 

content, to distribute to its ecosystem. The software organizes the information with URLs for local pages.
5. Map Management oversees the listings for the maps on Google, Yahoo, and Bing. Since this addresses such a huge 

proportion of local search, businesses need to double-check the accuracy of their categorization and URLs in order to 
manage traffic back to these maps.

6. Optimize claimed listings on all Data Aggregators like InfoUSA, Localeze, Acxiom and Yext anywhere that your brand 
or business data is managed on the web. Then communicate that optimized data back to the local landing pages. 

 Since search engines are driving most traffic, desktop and mobile take priority. They have to deliver the consumer to a local 
page optimized for content like hours, directions and the ability to share pages with friends, and retailers with multiple 
locations need to set up pages for each. 

In the last two years, 
consumers’ use of 
social networks to 
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and 71% of social 
media users say 
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to purchase from a 
brand they follow 

online. 
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The reality is that 94% of smartphone owners look for local information on their phone (Televox) and not through a single 
browser or OS. And frequent use of map apps or Yelp makes getting your information in places like these mandatory for 
seizing the huge opportunity local searchers represent. And while everybody seems to rely on Google, you may sacrifice up 
to 40% of traffic without a presence on Bing and Yahoo!.

Measuring your success
Many retailers are challenged by how to measure local search, and far from 
being managed by SEO or an e-commerce department, responsibility for 
local listings often falls to store operations. Ultimately, all departments must 
cooperate, manage listings and identify KPIs together in order to benefit 
from both foot traffic and e-commerce. 

Buying online and picking merchandise up at the store is the way of future, 
and even now plenty of customers select an item in the parking lot, walk in, 
show their smartphone to the clerk and then walk out with the item. So the 
key is what you can measure vs. what you are measuring.

You want the ability to allow search for a product or service in every market 
where you have a location. Rio SEO software, for example, can determine 
whether a listing is showing up in a particular market, on a particular engine. 
From that point, you can divide software costs by traffic from search to 
discover the cost of unique delivery – how effectively your local search dollars 
are paying off.

Leaving out a step, particularly using a data aggregator, will incompletely manage your process and likely raise the cost per 
unique search. Providing and delivering a campaign around all six SEO best practices maximizes your chances for success.

The power of influencers
Retail brands and marketers have a huge opportunity to harness the power of local search in the form of the hyper-user 
known as a “peer influencer.” While these people don’t necessarily have a high profile, their thoughts on stores, products 
and solutions for problems represent a tremendous source of word-of-mouth (WOM) and awareness.

The best way to determine their impact is to leverage a whole range of third-party data. Demographic, psychographic, 
behavioral and social insights create a rich profile of your user (urban, suburban, over-indexed for income, etc.), and based 
on this, you can create the kinds of offers, content and stories that will attract and motivate these users.

 Knowing your influencers allows you to integrate content into the landing environment that will drive engagement. You can 
then measure how much incremental traffic these influencers create and how much it increases sharing and online WOM. In 
turn, you can figure out how much revenue these factors drive.

Once you can track content, you can then see how individual influencers are talking about your business, (“Hey, I found a 
great deal at XYZ store. Want to meet me there?”). You can identify who those influencers are, who and how many people 
they share with – tracking activity all the way through to see what kind of conversion results.

This allows you to retarget these users, because retargeting is particularly effective at engagement and conversion. By 
focusing on influencers, you can engage the most valuable customers in your audience, and you can cut acquisition costs 
by up to 700% vs. standard retargeting. Because these people are far more likely to be advocates and satisfied customers 
– and the people they refer are much more likely to view your product or service with the intent to purchase. Your cost of 
acquisition goes down, your scale of opportunity goes up.

Leaving out a step, 
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Making the most of retargeting
It’s important to treat this retargeting opportunity differently from site retargeting – watching where the user goes and then 
peppering that user with advertising. Influencers are the most interested audience, so social retargeting can very efficiently 
reengage them with a new offer, feature or product.

Consider this an ongoing relationship, leveraged in ways standard retargeting can’t. By combining insights into content, 
businesses can make advertising work on a very attractive cost-per-action basis. “Lookalike” modeling plays a big part as 
well: taking demographic and psychographic insights about your influencers and then seeking many more prospects who 
resemble them. 

Discovering lookalikes allows much more efficient scaling of programs. Another big advantage of this kind of social 
retargeting grows out of its performance-driven nature. You can start with a modest spend and then dial up allocation as 
results justify. 

When it comes to benchmarks, 90% of all sharing is copying a URL and emailing it to the three or four people a user deems 
most interested in the same product or service. On a mobile phone, people use the native sharing capability of the phone 
– not Facebook or Twitter. So if your tracking only counts likes or tweets, you may well miss 90% of the impact sharing 
creates.

While only 1% of an audience is influencers, each one of them influences 15 other people – which can translate into 15 
additional visitors to a local listing page. Conversion? Influencers and their contacts are twice as likely to drive to a store or 
call on the phone. Factoring lookalikes into the mix, your potential audience multiplies five times.

Conclusion
Learning who you attract, who else you could attract, and how you could better appeal to both audiences yields benefits 
all the way to the bottom line. You can reach, reengage and expand your audience with improved offers, promotions 
or announcements – for a single business or across your entire local presence. From engagement to conversion rates, 
effectively combining local SEO and social retargeting makes a business both wiser and wealthier. n
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About Rio SEO
Rio SEO provides best-of-breed software solutions for earned and owned digital media programs, specifically for enterprise 
search, local SEO, and social media marketing.

Rio SEO Local Search powers store finder software, mobile store finder software, and local business listing management 
software. We offer Automated Local SEO services to multi-location businesses allowing them to optimize, distribute, and 
claim their local listings in Google, Yahoo, Bing, Infogroup® expressupdate, Neustar® Localeze®, Acxiom™, Factual™, 
Yext, Social Networks and other online local data aggregators.

Based in San Diego, Rio SEO is among the largest independent providers of SaaS-based Local SEO automation, Social 
Media Analytics and patented SEO reporting tools. Rio SEO customers include brand marketers, retailers, and digital 
agencies. More information about Rio SEO is available at www.RioSEO.com.

About Digital Marketing Depot and Third Door Media:
Digital Marketing Depot is the premiere resource center for digital marketing strategies and tactics, providing 
whitepapers, research reports, and webinars for digital marketers and advertisers.

Digital Marketing Depot is a division of Third Door Media, Inc. Third Door Media’s mission is to empower interactive and 
search marketing professionals by providing trusted content and community services they need to be successful.

Third Door Media produces the conference series Search Marketing Expo - SMX, which includes SMX Advanced, SMX 
East and other SMX conferences. Third Door Media also publishes Search Engine Land and Marketing Land, which 
provide news, analysis and tutorials to help internet marketers do their jobs more effectively.

www.RioSEO.com

